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CHALLENGES
As organizations expand their cloud-native initiatives, and their use of containers and Kubernetes 

in production continues to grow, they face challenges regarding container security, monitoring, 

data management and networking. 

Varying data in security reporting often leads to unreliable and inconsistent vulnerability risk 

assessments for DevSecOps teams. These teams are already stretched thin, and they are 

increasingly overwhelmed with operational and security challenges when trying to ensure that 

containers remain secure and compliant across Kubernetes clusters, due to lack of visibility and 

increased complexity — increasing the risk of being breached.  

To address these challenges and lay a secure foundation for modern workloads, DevSecOps 

and security teams need solutions that can manage multiple Kubernetes clusters across any 

infrastructure and provide integrated tools for seamlessly running containerized workloads.    

SOLUTION
Together, CrowdStrike and Red Hat drive positive security outcomes for customers by facilitating 

endpoint and cloud protection, cloud adoption and scalability through seamless integrations, 

streamlined workflows and real-time security posture and response. This helps organizations 

protect, detect and investigate attacks that span multiple environments and different types of 

workloads, pivoting from endpoint to compute instances to containers from build to runtime.

The CrowdStrike Falcon® platform provides proven endpoint security through a cloud-delivered 

platform via a single lightweight agent for Red Hat Enterprise Linux, an enterprise Linux operating 

system that provides a consistent foundation across environments and the tools needed to 

deliver services and workloads faster for any application. Red Hat Enterprise Linux reduces 

deployment friction and costs while speeding time to value for critical workloads, enabling 

development and operations teams to innovate together in any environment. 

KEY BENEFITS

Comprehensive breach 
protection to build, run 
and secure cloud-native 
applications with speed 
and confidence

Unparalleled visibility into 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
environments

Operational savings 
realized through 
automated discovery, 
runtime protection for 
cloud workloads and 
managed threat hunting
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CrowdStrike supports the following OpenShift implementations:

  Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform

  Azure Red Hat OpenShift (ARO)

  Red Hat OpenShift Service on AWS (ROSA)

  OpenShift on IBM Cloud

  OpenShift Dedicated 4

CrowdStrike and Red Hat product integrations:

  CrowdStrike Falcon Operator for easy installation to the OpenShift platform

  CrowdStrike Ansible Collection certified for Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform

CrowdStrike products available in the Red Hat Marketplace:

  Falcon Cloud Workload Protection

  Falcon Horizon™ Cloud Security Posture Management

  Falcon Endpoint Protection bundles: Falcon Pro, Falcon Enterprise and Falcon Elite

Use Case/Challenge Solution Benefits

Attacks that target 
cloud environments

CrowdStrike Falcon Horizon™ cloud security posture 
management and Falcon Cloud Workload Protection 
provide unified posture management and breach 
protection for cloud workloads and containers in a 
single platform designed for any cloud. 

Gain real-time visibility, detection and 
response to prevent data breaches, 
enforce security policies, ensure 
compliance and reduce alert fatigue, 
creating less work for security teams 
and optimizing cloud deployments.

Lack of visibility into 
cloud environments

CrowdStrike Falcon Cloud Workload Protection allows 
organizations to gain visibility into your entire cloud 
and Red Hat infrastructure, continuously monitor for 
misconfigurations, ensure security policy and enforce 
compliance. 

Proactively detect and prevent threats 
to enable DevSecOps teams to “shift 
left” and fix issues before they reach 
production, saving time and money.

Limited staff bandwidth Falcon Cloud Workload Protection key integrations 
support continuous integration/continuous delivery 
(CI/CD) workflows so you can secure workloads at the 
speed of DevOps without sacrificing performance.

Securely deploy applications in 
the cloud with greater speed and 
efficiency.

BUSINESS VALUE 

CrowdStrike also offers complete cloud-native security and compliance for applications on Red Hat 

OpenShift Container Platform. Red Hat OpenShift is a consistent hybrid cloud foundation for building 

and scaling containerized applications, allowing developers to build and deliver better applications faster. 

The Falcon platform can scan throughout the entire development lifecycle, whether during a pre-runtime 

image assessment and scan for vulnerabilities, CIS misconfigurations and malware; or at runtime to scan 

containers and Kubernetes clusters for active attacks.

Joint customers can also achieve visibility across the entire OpenShift footprint, while securing workloads 

and leveraging automation best practices for scale, consistency and speed.
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KEY CAPABILITIES
COMPREHENSIVE VISIBILITY INTO COMPUTE 
INSTANCES

  Continuously monitors events to provide visibility into 

workload activities on Red Hat OpenShift, including 

activities running inside containers; a full set of enriched 

data and event details enables investigations against 

ephemeral and decommissioned workloads

  Offers proactive threat hunting across all compute 

instances and endpoints — all from the same console

  Detects and investigates attacks that span multiple 

environments and different workload types, pivoting 

from endpoint to compute instances to containers

CONTAINER SECURITY
  Empowers developers to protect containers, 

Kubernetes and hosts from build to run with 

CrowdStrike Falcon Cloud Workload Protection

  Supports containers including those based on the 

Open Container Initiative (OCI — e.g., Docker) and 

orchestration platforms such as self-managed 

Kubernetes and hosted orchestration platforms and 

Red Hat OpenShift

  Secures the host and container via a single Falcon 

agent running on the host, and defends containers 

against active attacks by using runtime protection 

  Enables easy investigation of container incidents by 

associating detections with the specific container 

instead of bundling them with the host events

  Provides visibility into container footprint including 

on-premises and Red Hat deployments, so you can 

easily view container usage — including trends, uptime, 

images used and configuration — to identify risky and 

misconfigured containers

RUNTIME PROTECTION
Combines the best and latest technologies to protect 

against active attacks and threats when workloads are the 

most vulnerable: at runtime

  Includes custom indicators of attack (IOAs), allowlisting 

and blocklisting to tailor detection and prevention

  Offers integrated threat intelligence to block known 

malicious activities and delivers the complete context of 

an attack — including attribution

  Provides 24/7 managed threat hunting to ensure that 

stealthy attacks don’t go undetected



Red Hat is a trusted CrowdStrike Cloud Partner, providing integrated solutions with 

CrowdStrike to deliver comprehensive cloud workload protection.

ABOUT RED HAT
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using 

a community-powered approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid 

cloud, container, and Kubernetes technologies. Red Hat helps customers integrate new 

and existing IT applications, develop cloud-native applications, standardize on our industry-

leading operating system, and automate, secure, and manage complex environments. 

Award-winning support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted adviser 
to the Fortune 500. As a strategic partner to cloud providers, system integrators, application 

vendors, customers, and open source communities, Red Hat can help organizations prepare 

for the digital future.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE   
CrowdStrike Holdings, Inc. (Nasdaq: CRWD), a global cybersecurity leader, has redefined 

modern security with the world’s most advanced cloud-native platform for protecting critical 

areas of enterprise risk — endpoints and cloud workloads, identity and data. 

Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud and world-class AI, the CrowdStrike Falcon® 

platform leverages real-time indicators of attack, threat intelligence, evolving adversary 

tradecraft and enriched telemetry from across the enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate 

detections, automated protection and remediation, elite threat hunting and prioritized 

observability of vulnerabilities. 

Purpose-built in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the Falcon platform 

delivers rapid and scalable deployment, superior protection and performance, reduced 

complexity and immediate time-to-value.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches. 

Learn more: https://www.crowdstrike.com/

Follow us: Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook | Instagram

Start a free trial today: https://www.crowdstrike.com/free-trial-guide/
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